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Abstract

In this thesis, experiments and simulations are performed to study the
deployment dynamics of space webs and space booms, focusing on the de-
ployment and stabilization phases of the space web and the behaviour of the
bi-stable tape spring booms after long-term stowage.

The space web, Suaineadh, was launched onboard the sounding rocket
REXUS-12 from the Swedish launch base Esrange in Kiruna on 19 March
2012. It served as a technology demonstrator for a space web. A reaction
wheel was used to actively control the deployment and stabilization states
of the 2×2 m2 space web. Data from former sounding rocket experiments,
ground tests and simulations were used to design the structure, the folding
pattern and control parameters. After ejection from the rocket, the web was
deployed but entanglements occurred since the web did not start to deploy at
the specified angular velocity. The deployment dynamics was reconstructed
by simulations from the information recorded by inertial measurement units
and cameras. Simulations show that if the web would have started to deploy
at the specified angular velocity, the web would most likely have been deployed
and stabilized in space by the motor, reaction wheel and controller used in the
experiment. Out-of-plane motions were observed during the deployment and
stabilization phases. A modified control method was developed to stabilize
the out-of-plane motions before or during deployment. New web arms with
tape springs were proposed to avoid entanglements.

A deployable booms assembly composed of four 1-m long bi-stable glass
fiber tape springs was designed for the electromagnetically clean 3U CubeSat
Small Explorer for Advanced Missions (SEAM). The deployment dynamics
and reliability of the SEAM boom design after long-term stowage were tested
by on-ground experiments. A gravity offloading system (GOLS) was built and
used for the on-ground deployment experiments. A simple analytical model
was developed to predict the deployment dynamics and to assess the effects of
the GOLS and the combined effects of friction, viscoelastic strain energy re-
laxation, and other factors that act to decrease the deployment force. In order
to mitigate the viscoelastic effects and thus ensure self-deployment, different
tape springs were designed, manufactured and tested. A numerical model was
used to assess the long-term stowage effects on the deployment capability of
bi-stable tape springs including the friction, nonlinear-elastic and viscoelastic
effects. A finite element method was used to model a meter-class fully coiled
bi-stable tape spring boom and verified by analytical models and GOLS de-
ployments. Future improvements in the material and friction models will be
needed in the finite element model to provide a more accurate finite element
model.

Descriptors: Deployable structure, Space web, Centrifugal force deploy-
ment, Deployable boom, Bi-stable tape spring, Fiber-reinforced composite,
Viscoelasticity, Strain energy relaxation.
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Sammanfattning

I denna avhandling har dynamiska utfällningsförlopp hos nät och bommar
för rymdapplikationer studerats genom experiment och simuleringar. Fokus
för nätet har varit att studera utfällnings- och stabiliseringsfaserna och för
bommarna har utfällningsbeteendet efter att de bi-stabila tejpfjädrarna för-
varats ihoprullade under en väldigt lång tid studerats.

Experimentet Suaineadh med rymdnätet sköts upp med sondraketen REXUS-
12 från den svenska raketbasen Esrange i Kiruna den 19 mars 2012. Experi-
mentet var tänkt att fungera som en teknikdemonstrator. Ett reaktionshjul
användes för att aktivt kontrollera utvecklings- och stabiliseringsfaserna av
det 2×2 m2 stora rymdnätet. Data från tidigare sondraketsexperiment, expe-
riment i laboratorium samt simuleringar användes för att utforma strukturen,
vikmönstret och reglerparametrarna. Efter att strukturen innehållande nätet
skjutits ut från raketen började nätet fällas ut men trassel uppstod då nätet
inte började fällas ut vid den specificerade vinkelhastigheten. Det dynamiska
utfällningsförloppet återskapades via simuleringar med den information som
registrerats av gyron, accelerometrar och kameror. Simuleringarna visar att
om nätet hade börjat fällas ut vid den specificerade vinkelhastigheten så hade
nätet med största sannolikhet fällts ut och stabiliserats av reaktionshjulet och
dess reglerenhet. Rörelser ut ur nätets plan observerades under utfällnings-
och stabiliseringsfaserna och en modifierad reglermetod utvecklades för att
stabilisera ut-ur-planet rörelserna. För att minimera risken för trassel föreslås
att vissa delar av nätet består av tejpfjädrar.

En anordning för utfällbara bommar, bestående av fyra stycken 1 m långa
bi-stabila tejpfjädar av glasfiberväv utformades för rymduppdraget med den
elektromagnetiskt rena och 3U stora nanosatelliten Small Explorer for Ad-
vanced Missions (SEAM). Utfällningsdynamiken för SEAM bommarna och
utfällningstillförlitligheten efter att tejpfjädrarna förvarats ihoprullade under
lång tid testades med laboratorieexperiment. Ett gravitationsavlastningssy-
tem (GOLS) tillverkades och användes vid laboratorieexperimenten. En me-
kanis modell utvecklades för att förutsäga bomutfällningsdynamiken och för
att värdera effekterna från GOLS-systemet och de kombinerade effekterna
från friktion, viskoelastisk töjningsenergirelaxation och andra faktorer som
bidar till att minska utfällningskraften. För att minska de viskoelastiska relax-
ationseffekterna och säkerställa självutfällning även efter lång förvaringstid,
så utformades, tillverkades och testades flera olika tejpfjädrar. En mekanisk
modell användes för att värdera långtidsförvaringens effekter på utfällnings-
förmågan hos bi-stabila tejpfjädrar, inkluderande effekterna från friktion, icke-
linjär elasticitet och viskoelasticitet. Finita elementmetoden användes för att
modellera en 1 m lång bi-stabil tejpfjäderbom och resultaten kontrollerades
mot resultat från en enkel mekanisk modell samt laboratorieexperiment. För
att öka noggrannheten i resultaten från den finita elementmodellen behöver
förbättrade material- och friktionsmodeller implementeras.

Nyckelord: Utfällbara konstruktioner, Rymdnät, Centrifugalkraftsutfäll-
ning, Utfällbara bommar, Bi-stabila tejpfjädrar, Fiberarmerad komposit, Vis-
koelasticitet, Töjningsenergirelaxation.



Preface

This work investigates the deployment dynamics of a space web and bi-stable tape
spring booms via experiments and simulations. It mainly focused on the post-launch
analysis of the space web deployment and stabilization in milli-gravity conditions
and the passive deployment of the tape spring boom including the deployment
behavior after long-term stowage. A brief introduction on the basic applications,
experimental methods and simulations is presented in the first part. The second
part contains six articles.

Paper 1. Mao, H., Sinn, T., Vasile, M., Tibert, G. (2016). Post-launch Anal-
ysis of the Deployment Dynamics of a Space Web Sounding Rocket Experiment.
Acta Astronautica, 127, 345-358. doi:10.1016/j.actaastro.2016.06.009

Paper 2. Mao, H., Sinn, T., Vasile, M., Tibert, G. (2016). Simulation and
Control of a Space Web Deployed by Centrifugal Forces in a Sounding Rocket
Experiment. In AIAA Modeling and Simulation Technologies Conference, AIAA
2016-4421. doi:10.2514/6.2016-4421

Paper 3. Mao, H., Ganga, P. L., Ghiozzi, M., Ivchenko, N., Tibert, G. (2017).
Deployment of Bistable Self-Deployable Tape Spring Booms Using a Gravity Of-
floading System. Journal of Aerospace Engineering, 04017007.
doi:10.1061/(ASCE)AS.1943-5525.0000709

Paper 4. Mao, H., Shipsha, A., Tibert, G. (2017). Design and Analysis of Lam-
inates for Self-Deployment of Viscoelastic Bi-stable Tape Springs after Long-Term
Stowage, accepted in Journal of Applied Mechanics.

Paper 5. Mallol, P., Mao, H., Tibert, G. (2017). Experiments and Simulations of
the Deployment of a Bi-stable Composite Boom, under revision.

Paper 6. Mao, H., Tibert, G. (2017). Experiments and Analytical Modeling
for Designing Tape Spring Composites, accepted in 21st International Conference
on Composite Materials (ICCM-21).
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Part I

Overview and summary

1





Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

Deployable structures are structures which can be kept folded during launch and
then be deployed to their full dimensions in space [1]. They are widely used in
space due to the volume capacity and payload limitations of the available launch
vehicles [2–4]. The standard payload fairing is a cone-cylinder combination and it
is typically around 4 or 5 m in diameter and of various length. The cargo bay of the
discontinued Space Shuttle Orbiter developed by National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) was 18.3× 4.57 m2 [5]. The SpaceX’s payload fairing, used
on both Falcon Heavy and Falcon 9, is 13.1 m high and 5.2 m wide [6]. Folding
some components of the spacecraft to fit into the cargo bay of the launch rocket
and deploying the spacecraft in the orbit is a practical way to construct large and
lightweight structures in remote space. It can also help the spacecraft withstand
the launch loads in the stowed configuration but it is a trade-off between the size
of the folding structure and its final deployed state.

Deployable space structures have been used since the first artificial Earth satel-
lite Sputnik 1 launched by the Soviet Union on 4 October 1957 [7]. Over the past
decades, a significant amount of research has been carried out in the field of de-
ployable lightweight space structures. The size of satellites sent to space has been
drastically decreased while their capabilities have increased, especially due to elec-
tronics miniaturization and increase of systems’ integration density. The first solar
sail, IKAROS (Interplanetary Kite-craft Accelerated by Radiation Of the Sun), was
successfully deployed via spinning motion in interplanetary space (launch mass: 315
kg, area: 14 ×14 m2). Structures made of lightweight FRP (Fiber-reinforced plas-
tic) materials exhibit a high level of packaging ratio, simplicity, and capability of
passive deployment, e.g., STEM (Storable Tubular Extendable Member) [8,9], SIM-
PLE (Self-contained linear meter-class deployable) boom [10]. CubeSat missions
are also a very valuable alternative for universities and scientific community due to
their low development costs and time.

3



4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.2 Scope and aims of thesis

The rapidly growing use of satellites for space missions requires deployable systems
to be lightweight, highly storable yet large and with adequate mechanical properties
when deployed. The Suaineadh space web and the SEAM (Small Explorer for
Advanced Missions) tape spring boom studied in the thesis provide possible ways
to build such deployable space structures.

Papers 1–2: Simulations and post-launch analysis of a space web

The aims of Suaineadh were to deploy and stabilize a space web by means of the
centrifugal forces acting on the spinning assembly. A team from the University of
Strathclyde (Glasgow, UK), the University of Glasgow (Glasgow, UK), and KTH
Royal Institute of Technology (Stockholm, Sweden) was formed in 2010 to deploy
a space web, the Suaineadh experiment, in milli-gravity conditions as a test bed of
the one-step deployment concept developed in [11,12]

The objective of paper 1 was to analyze the result from the Suaineadh experi-
ment and evaluate if the simple control law was effective. Paper 2 is a conference
paper included some results from paper 1. The objective of paper 2 was to present
a modified control method to stabilize the deployment including the out-of-plane
motions based on the results from the Suaineadh deployment, paper1.

Papers 3–6: Experimental and numerical analysis of bi-stable
tape-spring booms

Bi-stable tape spring booms will be used for the 3U CubeSat SEAM. The SEAM
project will put a CubeSat in a 600 km altitude sun-synchronous orbit with a
one year lifetime. The aims of the SEAM project are to develop and demonstrate
for the first time an electromagnetically clean nanosatellite with precision attitude
determination, flexible autonomous data acquisition system, wideband telemetry
and integrated solution for ground control and data handling [13]. The primary
payloads of SEAM are the magnetic and electric fields sensors. SEAM is led by
KTH in cooperation with a consortium of companies: ÅAC Microtec, ECM office,
Laboratory for Electromagnetic Innovations (LEMI), BL-Electronics, GomSpace,
Swedish Space Corporation (SSC) and Kayser Italia. Since interferences produced
by the satellite should be negligible compared with Earth electro-magnetic field,
two one-meter long tape spring booms were selected to place the sensors away from
the CubeSat for accurate measurements.

The objective of the paper 3 was to build a simple and robust simulation model
to predict the deployment of the SEAM booms and construct on-ground experi-
ments to validate the analytical model and to quantify friction and the strain energy
relaxation effects on the deployment dynamics. The objective of paper 4 was to
design and manufacture tape springs that can be coiled and stowed for a very long
time, but still can self-deploy to their full length after being kept coiled. The ob-
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jective of paper 5 was to investigate if a finite element model can be used to predict
the dynamic deployment behavior of a fully coiled self-deployable bi-stable tape
spring boom. The object of the paper 6 is to provide an analysis methodology for
designing neutral or bi-stable tape springs through appropriately arranging fiber
directions, layups and fabric properties.

1.3 Outline of thesis

The first part of this thesis includes a short introduction to some applications
of space webs, booms and technologies for deployable structures. Then follows a
description of the different experimental and numerical methods that have been
used to test and model the deployment dynamics. The most important results,
concluding remarks and future work from the six papers are presented in the end
of the thesis. The six papers are also appended at the end.





Chapter 2

Background

Many deployable structures have been completed or are currently being planned for
spacecraft missions. Due to their large dimensions, they have to be stowed before
launch and deployed in orbit. In the current chapter, many applications of space
webs and booms and some typical deployment techniques of deployable structures
are presented.

2.1 Some applications of space webs and booms

A space web is a flexible structure tensioned by thrusters or by centrifugal forces in
a spinning assembly. A space boom is a boom used for supporting other structures
or for separating electronic instruments to reduce interface. These webs and booms
can act as lightweight platforms for construction of large structures in space.

The remaining of this section is concerned with example applications of space
webs and booms, e.g., solar sails, antennas and deployable masts.

Solar sails

A solar sail is a spacecraft propulsed by radiation pressure of sunlight as sailing
ships are pushed by winds [14–16]. A thin layer of aluminum coating on a poly-
mer (plastic) sheet is commonly used for the reflective sail [17]. Usually, they are
supported by tension structures or deployable booms [14,15,17].

The idea of solar sailing was proposed by Kepler in a letter to Galileo in 1610.
In 1873, Maxwell showed the light pressure existence in theory and thus its ability
to accelerate an object [14]. The light pressure was experimentally measured in
1900 by Lebedew [14]. The radiation pressure at Earth with perfect reflectance
in the direction normal to a surface is approximately 9.08 μPa and varies by the
cosine of the angle between the sail force vector and the distance from the Sun. The
characteristic acceleration of a square sail craft (area: 820×820 m2, areal density:
5.27 g/m2), is approximately 1.56 mm/s2 at a distance 1 AU (149597871 km) from

7
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 2.1: IKAROS solar sail: (a) fully extended in space [23], (b) flight model in
final assembly phase [23], and (c) schematic diagram [25].

the Sun [18]. The acceleration is exerted almost constantly and the collective effect
over time is enough for interplanetary travels.

Several solar sail roadmap missions have been envisioned. In 1976, a solar sail
was designed to rendezvous with Halley’s comet [19]. On 21 February, 2006, a
experimental 15-meter-diameter solar sail (SSSat 1 Solarsail Subpayload Satellite)
was launched but incompletely deployed in orbit [20]. On 20 November 2010,
NanoSail-D2, a 3U CubeSat (size 300×100×100 mm3), was launched and deployed
its 10 m2 sail into a low Earth orbit on January 17, 2011. NanoSail-D2 re-entered
the atmosphere after 240 days in orbit [21, 22]. Until 2010, no solar sail had been
successfully used in space as primary propulsion system. IKAROS (area 14×14 m2),
the world’s first successful interplanetary solar sail, was successfully launched on 2
May, 2010 [23, 24], Fig. 2.1. In December 2010, IKAROS completed the planned
mission successfully by passing Venus and it is still accelerating. The sail was made
of a 7.5 μm thick polyimide sheet, with embedded thin-film solar arrays for attitude
control. IKAROS reached a speed of 400 m/s in August 2013 and was about 110
million km away from the Earth and about 130 million km from the Sun on 21 May
2015 [25]. More in-orbit demonstrations are planned and needed. The LightSail 2
(area 32 m2) solar sail was scheduled for launch in September 2017 [26].

Reflector antennas

A variety of antenna types are used for spacecraft communications through trans-
mitting and receiving electromagnetic waves (radio waves), which include monopole,
dipole, array, loop, aperture and traveling wave antennas. The most widely used
high gain and narrow beam antennas for satellites communications are reflector
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antennas. The shape is generally a metal parabolic reflector with a feed antenna
(horn antenna) at the focus.

A solid deployable antenna reflector concept was studied by TRW in 1976 for
spacecraft operation at frequencies up to 100 GHz [17]. The reflector was con-
structed of an aluminum honeycomb sandwich with graphite face sheets. The de-
ployment concept was validated by deployment of a 2.1 m diameter model and
satisfied the high performance. However, a high precision solid surface is limited by
the mechanical complexity and launch vehicle size to approximately 10 m in diame-
ter. If a high packing ratio is required, flexible structural materials and mechanisms
are used for the reflector. Mesh deployable antennas have such reflective surfaces
composed of knitted lightweight flexible metallic mesh supported by ribs or truss
structures.

The Radial-wrap-rib umbrella reflector was one of the earliest unfurlable anten-
nas. It was launched on 30 May 1974, as the world’s first educational satellite and
world’s first experimental Direct Broadcast Satellite [27,28]. The antenna reflector
was 9.1 m in diameter and had 48 aluminum ribs to support a metallized mesh. It
was deployed in orbit by releasing the stored strain energy of the folded ribs.

The AstroMesh deployable antenna can be made in diameters from 3 to 50 m,
covering radio frequencies from UHF to beyond Ka-band [29, 30], Fig. 2.2. Two
paraboloidal triangular networks are attached to a deployable ring structure and
the mesh surface is attached to the backside of the front net, Fig. 2.2(c). The
first AstroMesh had a 12.25 m aperture, a mass of 55 kg and was launched on 5
December 2000. The diameter and height were 1.3 m and 3.8 m before deployment
and it was deployed by shortening a cable which runs through the diagonal members
of the ring structure [31].

Since the gain of the parabolic antenna increases with the square of the ra-
tio of aperture width to wavelength, the larger the aperture is, compared to the
wavelength, the higher the gain. LDR (Large-scale Deployable Reflector) for Engi-
neering Test Satellite VIII (ETS VIII) was developed by JAXA (Japan Aerospace
Exploration Agency) and 14 hexagon-shaped modules were employed to meet the
requirements of reflector surface precision (2.4 mm rms surface precision) and an-
tenna diameter expandability (13 m aperture in diameter) [32, 33]. Cable network
and deployable truss structures are used as a supporting structure. During launch
the LDR system is packed in a cylindrical container of size 1 m diameter by 4 m
in length. Once deployed, each reflector forms a parabola surface with an expand-
ing metal mesh (19×17 m2 in outside dimensions) [33]. ETS-VIII was successfully
launched on 18 December, 2006. After the successful injection into geo synchronous
orbit, two LDR were successfully deployed on 25–26 December 2006.

Deployable masts

Typically, deployable booms can be divided into three groups: telescopic booms,
coilable booms and thin walled shell booms.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.2: AstroMesh reflector antenna: (a) folded MBSat with AstroMesh-1 [34],
(b) deployed MBSat schematic [34], and (c) on-ground deployed AstroMesh config-
uration [35].

• Telescopic booms

Telescopic booms are normally much stiffer and have a more precise and stable
deployment than other deployable booms, but they are much heavier and have
a low packaging ratio, Fig. 2.3. For example, a 5.5 m deployed aluminum ATK
telescoping boom can provide a bending strength of 1830 Nm and torsional strength
of 153 Nm [36]. Different materials, e.g., carbon fibers and aluminium alloy, and
wall thicknesses could be use for particular applications and the stowed length is
around 10% of the deployed length or higher. Astro Aerospace’s Telescopic Tube
Mast (TTM) is made up of tubular sections. Deployment of a 34 m long TTM has
been demonstrated in 2005 on-ground [37]. The tube closest to the fixed base is
318 mm in diameter, and the tube diameter decrease by 13 mm for each tube from
the first to the last tube at the tip which is 114 mm in diameter.

Telescopic booms has the potential for high stability and could potentially be
applied to longer deployment lengths, but this would need an even larger mass,
with a larger cross-section and stowed volume.

• Coilable booms

The coilable boom was invented by Astro Research Corp, NASA, in 1967 [38].
A packable and deployable lattice type column was provided. The boom is similar
to a typical lattice column, with several longerons braced along their length by
battens and diagonal members, Fig. 2.4(a).

The applications of ATK’s coilable booms, Fig. 2.4(b), range from high-precision
optics deployment to very large gossamer spacecraft system deployment [39]. The
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.3: ATK Telescoping Boom [36]: (a) in space, (b) on-ground.

diameter of the boom ranges from 0.16 to 1 m and the length can from 1 to more
than 100 m. The stowed length is only 2% of the deployed length. Elastic energy
provides passive deployment.

• Thin-walled shell booms

Thin-walled shell booms come in different types, e.g., bonded boom [41], Flat-
Folded tube [42], RolaTube [41], STEM (Storable Tubular Extendable Member)
[43], TRAC (Triangular Rollable and Collapsible) [21, 44], Tube Mast [45] and
Tape springs [10]. Typical materials for thin-walled shell booms are CFRP (Car-
bon Fiber Reinforced Plastics), stainless steel, Copper-Beryllium alloy and GFRP
(Glass Fiber Reinforced Plastics).

The STEM is a shell of stainless steel or other metal that rolls up flat on a drum
within a cassette for stowage and has flown since the early 1960s [43], Fig. 2.5.
Applications range from the earlier space programs, the Voyager spacecraft and the
Apollo mission to the moon, to the most current program, the James Webb Space
Telescope. The STEM can extend to more than 133 times its stowed length. It
can be used as support structures for antennas, solar arrays and other deployable
structures.

Tape springs typically are ultrathin composite or steel strips with a curved cross
section, which can be folded elastically and then release the stored strain energy
by following a single kinematic path [46]. They can be identified as unstable, bi-
stable and neutrally stable by the strain energy stored in the fully coiled and fully
extended configurations [47,48]. Bi-stable tape springs are stable in both the coiled
and extended configurations and self-deployable. Lightweight and small packaging
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4: Coilable boom: (a) self-deploying AstroMast [40], and (b) ATK’s coil-
able boom [39]

ratio (less than 5%) ensure that little containing hardware is required and that
the deployment is predictable. The SIMPLE boom made of GFRP bi-stable tape
springs was designed for a CubeSat [10], Fig. 2.8.

2.2 Deployment techniques

A large spacecraft after deployment must be stiff, reliable and fully functional. A
large membrane can be deployed by either inflating an enclosed volume or using de-
ployable booms to stretch it. Techniques for deploying large spacecraft can typically
be divided into following four groups. Deployment by

• centrifugal forces,

• strain energy,

• inflation, or

• motor drive.

Deployment by centrifugal forces

Use of centrifugal forces to deploy and stabilize large spacecraft have been stud-
ied since 1960s when Astro Research Corporation analyzed several spin-stabilized
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STEM

BI-STEM
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Bi-STEM

150-LB Linear
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.5: Astro Aerospace’s Storable Extendible Tubular Member (STEM) [43]:
(a) STEM, (b) quad-STEM deployment actuator, and (c) high force STEM drive.

structures [49–55]. Centrifugal force deployment depends on the folding pattern,
applied torque, and deployment velocity [56]. The first successfully deployed and
controlled large spin-stabilized space structure, the 20-m-diameter Znamya-2 re-
flector, was launched on 4 February 1993 by Rocket and Space Corporation (RSC)
Energia [56]. The film disc was divided into 8 separate sectors and folded into the
bellow-type pattern and reeled up on a spool. The deployment and stabilization
phases were controlled by two electric drives and it deployed in 200 s. The 25-m-
diameter Znamya-2.5 was deployed on 5 February 1999 as a successor to Znamya-
2 [16, 57]. However, the reflector got caught on an antenna after deployment. The
failure of Znamya-2.5 caused the cancellation of Znamya-3 with a proposed size of
60–70 m [57]. In order to reduce the risk of failures, inflatable tubes were proposed
to be used, [58], to firstly deploy the flexible membrane package radially away from
the spacecraft, and then let the centrifugal force fully deploy the reflector.

As previously described, IKAROS, was deployed and stabilized by centrifugal
forces [23, 24, 59]. The deployment sequence of the solar sail included two stages,
Fig. 2.6. First, the sail was extended to a “cross-shape”, quasi-statically controlled
by four guide rollers moving along the surface of the sail. Second, the “cross” was
extended to the final flat rectangular shape by the centrifugal force in a few seconds.
Initially, the spin rate before the first stage was 25 rpm and it was 2.5 rpm after
full deployment [23].
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Tip mass release

guide roller

1st stage deployment
complete

2nd stage deployment 

Figure 2.6: IKAROS solar sail spinning deployment sequence [23].

Deployment by strain energy

The strain energy deployed structures are widely used in passive boom deployment
or together with other deployment techniques.

The Orbital ATK Coilable boom self-deploys by stored elastic strain energy
and the deployment rate is typically around 2.5–7.6 cm/s regulated by lanyard [39].
The boom may be retracted manually by re-coiling, or by a lanyard-operated bridle
mechanism and a motor drive on-orbit. At least 17 of ATK’s coilable booms (lengths
from 0.8 to 44.5 m) have been launched.

Flatfolded tubes enable very lightweight booms and antennas to deploy passively
and to be packaged in very small volumes. Two 20-m long foldable tube were used
as radar booms for MARSIS (Mars Advanced Radar for Subsurface and Ionosphere
Sounding) experiment in 2005 for ESA Mars Express mission, Fig. 2.7. The MAR-
SIS booms started to self-deploy by releasing pyrotechnic mechanisms [42, 60, 61].
At first, one boom was stuck in an unlocked configuration, but was eventually
released by exploiting solar heating on one of its hinges.

Due to the packaged volume efficiency, strain energy-based deployment devices
have been commonly studied for CubeSats, e.g., tape spring booms. The triangular
retractable and collapsible (TRAC) tape spring boom, developed by AFRL, was
used on NASA’s CubeSat Nanosail-D2 to deploy the 10 m2 square solar sail [21].
The solar sail was deployed by the stored strain energy of the boom in around five
seconds. A self-contained linear meter-class deployable (SIMPLE) boom, Fig. 2.8,
was designed for CubeSats and can self-deploy by the stored strain energy release
of bi-stable tape springs [10].

Deployment by inflation

Large spacecraft could be obtained by using inflatable structure technologies. The
disadvantage is the probability of a micrometeroroid hit which would deflate the
structure. Inflatable and rigidizable booms have the advantage of being extremely
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.7: MARSIS antenna [61]: (a) stowed, and (b) deployed.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.8: General dimensions of the SIMPLE boom [10]: (a) stowed, and (b)
deployed.

lightweight and with a high packaging ratio (down to 2%). However, they cannot
deploy heavy structures. They have relatively low deployment accuracy and post-
deployment stability. The metallized ECHO-1 balloon (30.48 m in diameter), the
first passive communications satellite experiment, was deployed by gas pressure
in 1960 [62], Fig. 2.9. However, the deployment of high-performance antennas
needs some supervision in form of antenna surface shape control to satisfy the
requirements of surface accuracy.

Deployment by inflation could be applied for large space structures without very
high precision geometry, such as the packaged airbags mounted on Mars Pathfinder
[63]. Three gas generators inflated the airbags in 1.5 s before landing, Fig. 2.9. The
gas generators continued their gas output for 20 s, but at a lower rate, to compensate
for gas contraction due to cooling in the cold environment [64,65].

Deployment by motor drive

Motors are widely used and can provide large forces or torques to deploy/retract
large space structures. The Orbital ATK’s Telescoping booms have high stiffness
and strength and needed pushing forces from lead screw drive train, Fig. 2.3. The
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.9: (a) The ECHO-1 balloon [66], and (b) airbag subsystem and lander of
MARS Pathfinder [64].

1. Boom
Deployed

2. Truss Compressing By Skewing

3.

4. Boom Stowed

Figure 2.10: Superstring concept [67].

deployable truss beam for long or lightly loaded space applications, the Superstring,
can be deployed by rotary drive with longeron clamps, Fig. 2.10. It is stowed by
wrapping it around a drum or spacecraft [67]. The stowed STEM can be deployed
by a motor to its circular shape [43], Fig. 2.5(c).

2.3 Conclusion

Space webs and booms have successfully been used for space structures. However,
some anomalies and failures occurred during previous space deployments. To min-
imize the risk of failure, extensive testing and analysis of the deployment behavior
and the effects of environment are required. As large flexible structures are often
highly nonlinear in nature, the dynamics loads and the effects from friction, micro-
gravity, aerodynamic resistance and temperature variations should be accurately
predicted in modeling. Ground test equipment needs to be designed to accurately
mimic the effects of micro-gravity.



Chapter 3

Experiments

Ground and flight experiments are needed to verify a new deployable structure. De-
tailed experimental validation and verification are necessary to predict the deploy-
ment dynamics. In the current chapter, the deployment experiments of Suaineadh
space web and SEAM booms are introduced.

3.1 Ground and milli-gravity experiments of the Suaineadh
space web

The Suaineadh space web was ejected from the sounding rocket REXUS-12 (Rocket
Experiments for University Students) from the Swedish launch base Esrange in
Kiruna on 19 March 2012. It was supported by the Advanced Concepts Team
of the European Space Agency (ACT/ESA), the Swedish National Space Board
(SNSB), the German Space Agency (DLR) and the Swedish Space Corporation
(SSC) through the REXUS programme. The idea of using space webs originates
from the Japanese “Furoshiki Satellite”, a large flexible membrane structure ten-
sioned by thrusters or by centrifugal forces in a spinning assembly [68–72]. The
Suaineadh project aimed to deploy and stabilize the space web in milli-gravity con-
ditions as a test bed of the one-step deployment concept [11,12]. A small daughter
section was attached to each of the four corners of the square web, Fig. 3.1, and re-
leased from the initial folded state in the central hub. The deployment was actively
controlled by a reaction wheel with feedback from an inertial measurement unit
(IMU) in the central hub, Fig. 3.2. Four other IMUs were installed in the daughter
sections in order to provide information of the motion of each corner. Data were
also provided by cameras. Suaineadh was deployed at an altitude of approximate
80 km and was able to use 140 s of weightlessness by flying in a parabolic trajectory
from the nosecone of the sounding rocket, Fig. 3.3.

Ground tests were used to gain experience of the deployment dynamics as well as
folding patterns. The issue of entanglement was the main concern since no mecha-
nism was responsible for recovering the web if entanglement occurred. Ground tests,

17
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utilizing a scaled down web of 0.6 × 0.6 m2, were conducted on an air hockey table,
Fig. 3.4. The air hockey table had a very smooth surface and the blowing air was
used to counter the weight of the daughters. The web was successfully deployed and
the deployment could be divided into two phases: deployment phase Fig. 3.4(a)–
(d), and stabilization phase, Fig. 3.4(e)–(f). The tests showed no collisions and
entanglement between the daughters and implied that if the angular velocity of
the hub was properly controlled by a reaction wheel in a milli-gravity environment,
the web might be deployed without recoiling or entanglement. However, launch
vibrations might change the folding pattern even if the web was accurately coiled
before launch because no mechanical barriers were used to ensure that the web did
not move during the launch.

After the ground impact of the Central Hub And Daughters (CHAD) in the
landing zone, the Suaineadh team embarked on a recovery mission in order to
search for the missing CHAD section. Unfortunately, the CHAD section could not
be located after the impact [73], but was luckily found by chance almost 18 months
later, in September 2013, close to the predicted position in the impact zone. Data
was recovered later.

According to the design and ground tests, the daughter release system should
have been triggered as soon as the required spin rate was achieved. However, in the
actual flight, the web was not deployed immediately. The time backup system was
activated and the reaction wheel operated for 17 s before releasing the daughters.
Such a long acceleration of the reaction wheel would not only reverse the spin
direction of the CHAD but also provided a too high angular velocity of the CHAD.
Entanglement and unstable out-of-plane motions occurred during deployment, as
shown in Paper 1. This unexpected deployment might be due to problems in the
controller, sensors or programming; the exact cause of the problem is still unclear.

central hub

daughter
sections

daughter
sections

cameras

1

2

3

4
Figure 3.1: CHAD with attached web at the launch campaign.
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Figure 3.2: Central hub of the Suaineadh web: (a) assembly, (b) reaction wheel,
and (c) CAD model.
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Figure 3.3: Sketch of the deployment of the web from nose cone ejection.

3.2 Manufacturing and ground tests of bi-stable tape
spring booms

The SEAM project is an electromagnetically clean nanosatellite with precision atti-
tude determination, flexible autonomous data acquisition system, wideband teleme-
try and integrated solution for ground control and data handling, Fig. 3.5. Fig-
ure 3.5(c) shows the assembled 3U (100×100×300 mm3) CubeSat for science-grade
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(a): t = 0 s (b): t = 3 s

(c): t = 7 s (d): t = 10 s

(e): t = 13 s (f): t = 20 s

Figure 3.4: Ground test of centrifugal force deployment of a scaled down 0.6×0.6 m2

web on an air hockey table (the white web is highlighted by red lines for visibility)

measurements of magnetic and electric fields in the Earth ionosphere in a 600 km
altitude sun-synchronous orbit with a one year lifetime.

CFRP and GFRP bi-stable tape spring booms were manufactured at KTH.
The CFRP tape spring boom, with a ply of pre-impregnated CFRP, was selected
for the prototype boom of SWIM (Space Weather using Ion spectrometers and
Magnetometers) mission Fig. 3.6(a). In order to increase the deployment force and
decrease the viscoelastic effects, GFRP tape springs were selected for the SEAM
booms and pre-impregnated glass fabric was used to manufacture the bi-stable tape
springs [74, 75]. A half-pipe male mold of radius 7 mm covered with release agent
was used for the tape springs manufacturing. The laminate was cured at 125◦C for
2 hrs in vacuum (approximately 0 Pa). Tape springs of three different layups were
produced, Fig. 3.6(b).

A gravity offloading system (GOLS), based on the Marionette Paradigm [76],
was adopted to simulate the zero gravity in space. Figures 3.7(a)–(c) show the
deployment assembly with two pairs of 1-meter tape springs. Figure 3.7 shows
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the fully deployed booms assembly suspended in the GOLS. Soft extension springs
were used to compensate for the changes in distance between the hanging points,
tip masses and the hub during deployment. The deployed length was recorded and
extracted from images using a high resolution (1080p) camera with a frame rate 60
fps.

Strain energy relaxation was observed during the GOLS deployment. Single tape
spring straight deployment tests were performed in order to study the viscoelastic
effects, Fig. 3.8. The deployed length was recorded and extracted from images using
a high speed camera with a frame rate 300 fps. The measurement uncertainty was
approximately ±2 mm. The tape springs were stored at room temperature. The
viscoelastic effects of different layups were tested with different stowage times and
the influence of coiling radius was also studied. The actual deployment force was
calculated from the tests.

(a)

(b)

(c) (d)

Boom
assembly

Figure 3.5: 3U SEAM CubeSat: (a) components, (b) partially assembled, (c) fully
assembled, and (d) concept view.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.6: Tape springs: (a) carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) tape springs,
and (b) glass fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP) tape springs.

(a) (b) (c)

(d)

Figure 3.7: The SEAM boom engineering model: (a)–(c) folded and deployed on
desk, and (d) fully deployed on the gravity offloading system.
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(b): t = 0.033 s

(c): t = 0.067 s

(d): t = 0.100 s

(e): t = 0.133 s

(h): t = 0.200 s

(f): t = 0.163 s

(g): t = 0.167 s

(a): t = 0 s

Figure 3.8: Deployment of a 4-layer, [−45/0/90/45], tape spring after stowage of
1.2 days, where the end of the tape spring is marked by dot.

3.3 Conclusion

Successfully ground tests indicated that the Suaineadh space web could be deployed
and stabilized by centrifugal forces if the angular velocity was properly controlled.
Unfortunately, entanglements were observed during milli-gravity deployment caused
by an unknown error in the controller. The gravity offloading system for the booms
was designed and built in order to predict the deployment dynamics. The ground
tests for single tape spring deployments were performed to estimate the active de-
ployment force of the tape spring after long-term stowage. In order to validate the
ground deployments and gain better understanding on how, e.g., material behav-
ior and friction affects the deployment dynamics, simple and accurate models are
required.





Chapter 4

Simulations

Simulations were used to predict and validate the deployable structures before
launch and to analyze post-launch data. In current chapter, the deployment con-
trol method and numerical model for the one-step centrifugal force deployment of
a space web are presented, and two numerical analytical models for one single tape
spring and tape spring boom deployments are proposed.

4.1 Space web deployment and stabilization

The web was folded into radial arms and is supposed to be deployed symmetrically
and any energy dissipation is neglected. Three coordinate systems are required for
the model in Fig. 4.1(a). Axis e

(i)
z is directed along the axis of rotation and e

(i)
x ,

e
(i)
y are in the plane of deployment, where i = 0, 1, 2. The first coordinate system

is the inertial frame with its origin in the centre of the hub. The second coordinate
system is the body frame rotated with an angular velocity. The third coordinate
system is set on the attached point of a folded web arm. The CHAD rotates in
negative roll, and the web is coiled in positive roll.

Control method

A reaction wheel could be used to provide torques to control and stabilize the space
web deployment. The control torque of the modified control method for in-plane
and out-of-plane motions are

M1 = M̂1sign(ω1) min
(

1, λ1

∣∣∣∣ ω1

ω10

∣∣∣∣
)

(4.1a)

M2 = M̂2sign(ω2) min
(

1, λ2

∣∣∣∣ ω2

ω20

∣∣∣∣
)

(4.1b)

M3 = λ3M̂hsign(ωh0) max
[
0, min

(
1 − ωh

ωh0
, 1

)]
(4.1c)
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Figure 4.1: CHAD rotates in negative roll and web arms are coiled in positive roll:
(a) a deployed arm with a point mass in stability phase; (b) an arm coiled around
the hub in deployment phase.

where ω1, ω2 are the out-of-plane angular velocity of the web around e
(0)
x , e

(0)
y axes

at connected points to the hub and ωh is the angular velocity of the hub around
e

(0)
z axis, ω10, ω20 and ωh0 are the initial angular velocity of ω1, ω2 and ωh before

control, M̂1, M̂2 and M̂r are the maximum torques of each reaction wheel motor,
λ1, λ2 and λ3 are the control parameters of each torque.

Analytical model

A simple analytical model with rigid bodies is proposed in [11, 56] for web deploy-
ment.

Equations (4.2) and (4.3) are respectively the equations of in-plane motion for
stabilization and deployment phases, where r0 is the radius of the hub, Jh is the
moment of inertia of the central hub around the axis of rotation, n is the number
of radial arms, N is the tensile force in each arm, L is the length of the web arm,
mw is the total mass of the web, φ is the coiling angle of the arm, which equals to
H/r0 initially when the arm is completely coiled and ϕ is the angle between e

(2)
x

and the arm, J11 and J22 are the moments of inertia of the space web around e
(0)
x ,

e
(0)
y axes.

Jhω̇h = −(J22 − J11)ω1ω2 + Mh + nNr0 sin ϕ (4.2a)
p(r0(ω2

h cos ϕ − ω̇h sin ϕ) − L̈) + qL(ωh + ϕ̇)2 = N (4.2b)
p(r0(ω̇h cos ϕ + ω2

h sin ϕ) + 2(ωh + ϕ̇)L̇) + qL(ω̇h + ϕ̈) = 0 (4.2c)
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and

Jhω̇h = −(J22 − J11)ω1ω2 + Mh+sφnNr0 (4.3a)
−sφpr0ω̇h + q(H − r0|φ|)(ωh + φ̇)2 = N (4.3b)

sφpr0(ω2
h − φ̇2) + q(H − r0|φ|)(ω̇h + φ̈) = 0 (4.3c)

where

p = md +
mwL2

nH2 (4.4a)

q = md +
mwL2

3nH2 (4.4b)

sφ = sign(φ) (4.4c)

The out-of-plane motion equations of the deployment web are

I11ω̇1 = −(Jh − I22)ω2ωh + M1 (4.5a)
I22ω̇2 = −(I11 − Jh)ωhω1 + M2 (4.5b)

Thus, the deployment and stabilization phases could be predicted by Eqs. (4.2),
(4.3) and (4.5) with the control torque in Eq. (4.1).

4.2 Tape springs boom

In order to predict the deployment dynamics of a single tape spring and the tape
spring booms, two numerical analytical models were presented in this section.

Deployment dynamics of one single tape spring

In order to investigate the deployment dynamics and to calculate the actual de-
ployment force of a single tape spring with different stowage times, an analytical
model was used. The strain energy of a tape spring per length includes the bending
and stretching energies [46],

Utotal = Ub + Us (4.6)

where the approximate expressions are

Ub =
βRt

2

[
D11κ2

x + 2D12κx

(
κy − 1

Rt

)
+ D22

(
κy − 1

Rt

)2
]

(4.7a)

Us =
A11

2

[
βRt

2
κ2

x

κ2
y

+
sin (βRtκy)

2
κ2

x

κ3
y

− 4 sin2 (βRtκy/2)
(βRt)

κ2
x

κ4
y

]
(4.7b)

where Rt and β are the mid radius and angle of the cross-section circular arc,
Fig. 4.2(a), κx and κy are the longitudinal and transverse curvatures, Fig. 4.2(b),
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Aij and Dij are the members of ABD matrix relating mid-surface strains and
curvatures to the corresponding stress resultants, Eq. (4.8).⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Nx

Ny

Nz

Mx

My

Mz

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=
[

A B
B D

]
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

εx

εy

εxy

κx

κy

κxy

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(4.8)

The ABD matrix is calculated from the classical laminate theory (CLT). If the
coupling between stretching and bending deformations, B, cannot be neglected, a
reduced bending stiffness matrix, D� = D − BTA−1B, is introduced to correct for
the nonzero B coupling matrix instead of D, e.g., for UD fibers tape springs [77].
For practical shells, D� is not very different from D and they are identical when
B ≈ 0 as in the present case. There will be a local equilibrium position at the
natural coiling radius, Rn, of a tape spring [77], Fig. 4.2(c),

Rn = Rt
D11

D12
(4.9)

The bi-stability criterion for a tape spring with no coupling between bending and
twisting is [77]

S = 4
D66

D11
+ 2

D12

D11
− 2

D22

D12
(4.10)

The structure is bi-stable or neutrally stable for S > 0 if the tape spring is perfectly
made and no friction exists between layers. The coiled radius of the tape spring is
a function of the deployed length L:

Rc(L) =

√(
Rc0 +

ht

2

)2

+
Lht

π
(4.11)

where ht is the thickness of the tape spring. Assume that all the energy difference
from the coiled configuration, (κx = 1/Rc, κy = 0), to the extended configuration,
(κx = 0, κy = 1/Rt), translates to the deployment force, Eqs. (4.6)–(4.7), the
deployment force is mostly from the stored bending strain energy

Fs = Ub =
1
2

βRt

(
D11

R2
c

− 2D12

RcRt
+

D22

R2
t

)
(4.12)

The friction losses during deployment is also substantial compared to the de-
ployment force and viscoelastic effects. In order to predict the deployment of the
tape springs and the deployment force, an analytical deployment model, based on
the studies in [46, 78, 79], was used. If the tape spring deployed immediately after
stowage, the deployment force, Fs, lost from friction, viscoelastic and nonlinear
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elastic effects, where the total lost force could be account as a reduction force, Fr.
Assume that all the work done by the deployment force from stored strain energy,
Eq. (4.12), reduction force and aerodynamics, F = Fs − Fr − Fa, is fully converted
into kinetic energy, then

(Fs − Fr − Fa)L = m(Lt − L)v2/2 + m(Lt − L)R2
cω2/2 (4.13)

where Lt is the total length of the tape spring, v is the deployment velocity, ω =
v/Rc is the angular velocity of the coiled tip mass, m is the mass per unit length
of the tape spring, Fig 4.2(d). The aerodynamic force during deployment, Fa, is

Fa =
1
2

ρav2CDA (4.14)

where the frontal area A = 2βRtRc, the density of the air ρ = 1.2 kg/m3, the
drag coefficient CD ≈ 1.17 when Reynolds number Re ≈ 1000 [78]. Combining
Eqs. (4.13)–(4.14), the deployment length, L, is expressed as

dL

dt
=

√
(Fs − Fr)L

m(Lt − L) + 1
2 ρaCDAL

(4.15)

The position of the tape spring during deployment is obtained by integrating
Eq. (4.15) and the aerodynamic force was negligibly small during deployments of
the presented tape springs.

xy

Rt 1/ y

1/ x
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(b)
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(c) (d)
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x  = 0

y  = 1/Rt

x  = 1/Rn

y  = 0
y  = 0

x  = 1/Rc

Figure 4.2: Geometry of a bi-stable tape spring: (a) extended state, (b) bend state,
(c) natural coiling state, and (d) deployment from a specific radius.
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Deployment dynamics of tape spring booms from a gravity
offloading system

In order to predict the deployment dynamics of the tape spring booms from a gravity
offloading system, three steps were used to construct a numerical model: (i) find
the equilibrium position of each part before deployment, (ii) built the motion of
equations during deployment, and (iii) analyze the end-of-deployment shock forces
to predict the dynamics after fully deployment.

Equilibrium position

Figure 4.3 shows the simplified model of the single hanging point gravity offloading
system. It was assumed that h is much greater than the length of the booms and
the extension springs and braided cords were very light. Hence, the conservation
of momentum gives that the center of gravity of the system in x-direction will not
change during deployment, Eq. (4.16).

3∑
i=1

mixi = xG

3∑
i=1

mi (4.16)

In the final equilibrium state, Fig. 4.3(a), the equilibrium length Le
AB = Le

BC =
Le

AC/2, where Le
AC is the fully deployed length of the whole booms assembly. As-

suming xG = 0, and that the momentum is conserved, the equilibrium position in
Eq. (4.16) becomes

xe
A = −(Le

ACmB + 2Le
ACmC)/(2mA + 2mB + 2mC) (4.17a)

xe
B = Le

AC/2 + xe
A (4.17b)

xe
C = Le

AC + xe
A (4.17c)

ye
A = ye

C = ye
B = 0 (4.17d)

The forces of the extension springs or braided cords in the final equilibrium
position, F e

Di and F e
DB , are

F e
Di cos(βi

e + βB
e) = mig (4.18a)

F e
DB cos(βB

e) = mBg (4.18b)

where i = A, C and the angles between the braided cords and the vertical axis are

βB = arctan (xB/h) (4.19a)
βi = arctan [xi/(h − yi)] − βB (4.19b)

Two soft extension springs were used for the tip masses, but no extension spring
was used for the hub as the horizontal displacement of the hub, xB , was very
small when tip masses mA ≈ mC . If the low stretch braided cords are treated as
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infinitely stiff springs, the forces in the extension springs or braided cords during
the deployment are

FDi = kDi(LDi − L0
Di) + F min

Di (4.20a)
FDB = mBg/ cos βB (4.20b)

LDi =
√

(xi − xD)2 + (yi − yD)2 (4.20c)

where kDi, F min
Di and L0

Di are the spring stiffness, minimum extension force and the
free length of the soft extension springs, respectively.

Inserting the equilibrium positions, Eq. (4.17), and spring forces, Eq. (4.18),
into Eq. (4.20), the free length of each spring, L0

Di, was calculated. Then the
extension spring force only depends on the position of the suspended object during
deployment, Eq. (4.20a).

During deployment

The tip masses were deployed by the stored strain energy of the tape springs but
decelerated by friction, the GOLS and non-uniform viscoelastic energy relaxation
due to long-term stowage. The deployment force acting on the tip masses in the
x-direction is

F x
i = F x

Bi − F x
Di (4.21)

with

F x
i = miẍi (4.22a)

F x
Bi = FBi cos θi (4.22b)

F x
Di = FDi sin (βi + βB) (4.22c)

where FBi is the deployment force from the tape springs on the tip mass (including
friction and viscoelastic energy relaxation), θi is the rotational angle of each boom
in counter clockwise direction as shown in Fig. 4.3(b), and

θi = arctan
(

yi − yB

xi − xB

)
(4.23)

Since the two booms deploy simultaneously, LAB = LBC , then

xB − xA

cos θA
=

xC − xB

cos θC
(4.24)

Assuming that θi is very small, θ̇A ≈ θ̇C and θ̈A ≈ θ̈C , then

ẍB − ẍA

cos θA
=

ẍC − ẍB

cos θC
(4.25)

Since both tips had approximately equal masses, the movement of the hub and the
rotation of tip masses, xB , βB , θi, are small, then the extension spring forces are
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assumed to be FDA = FDC . Inserting Eq. (4.25) into Eqs. (4.21) and (4.22), the
relationship between FBA and FBC can be derived as,

FBA = KFBC (4.26)

where
K = −mA

mC

[
mC cos θC + cos θA(mB + mC)
mA cos θA + cos θC(mA + mB)

]
cos θA

cos θC
. (4.27)

The deployment force FBC is calculated from deployment experiments with the
GOLS through the positions of the hub and tip masses, Eq. (4.28a). The deploy-
ment force FBA in the simulation is calculated as the function of FBC , Eq. (4.26).
Thus, the deployment could be simulated according to the equations of motion:
Eq. (4.28) when |θi| ≤ θmax

i and Eq. (4.29) when |θi| > θmax
i , where θmax

i is the
maximum rotational angle of each boom reached in deployment under the root
locking tapes and rods, di (with unit Nm/s) is the damping factor of the boom in
y direction which was computed from experimental results when |θi| = θmax

i .

miẍi = FBi cos θi − FDi sin(βB + βi) (4.28a)
miÿi = −sign(xi − xB)FBi sin θi − FDi cos(βB + βi) − mig − diL̇Bi (4.28b)

miẍi = FBi cos θi − FDi sin(βB + βi) (4.29a)
ẏi = tan[sign(θi)θmax

i ](ẋi − ẋB) + ẏB (4.29b)

End-of-deployment shock forces

After each tape spring is fully deployed into a semicircular cross-section, the boom
acts as a stiff spring,

kBi = ηiEBiABi/Lf
Bi (Lf

Bi − r < LBi < Lf
Bi + r) (4.30a)

kBi = EBiABi/Lf
Bi (LBi ≥ Lf

Bi ± r) (4.30b)

where the radius of the spool r = 0.01 m, the fully deployed length Lf
Bi = 1 m,

the elastic modulus EBi ≈ 17 GPa, calculated from the classical laminate theory,
and the cross-section area of the boom ABi = 8.5 mm2. The softening factor of the
stiff boom, ηi, computed from experiments, is due to the small forward rotation of
spools after full deployment. As Fig. 4.4 shows, the tape springs are softer between
Lf

Bi − r < LBi < Lf
Bi + r, Fig. 4.4(a)–(b) or (c)–(d), than when LBi ≥ Lf

Bi ± r,
Fig. 4.4(b)–(c), because the spools could rotate within ±90◦ after full deployment,
which needs less force for the bending of the nearly flat tape spring to the spool
connected than for extension of a tape spring. The forces of each boom after full
deployment is

F post
Bi = kBi(LBi − Lf

Bi) (4.31)
Thus, the end-of-deployment shock can be simulated from Eqs. (4.28)–(4.29), if FBi

is replaced by F post
Bi .
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Figure 4.3: Simplified model of the single hanging point GOLS (not to scale): (a)
final equilibrium state with fully extended, and (b) configuration during deploy-
ment.
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Figure 4.4: After full deployment, the boom is in axial vibration (not to scale):
lower axial stiffness from (a) to (b) and from (c) to (d). Full axial stiffness from
(b) to (c).
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4.3 Conclusion

Simulation models for space webs and bi-stable tape spring booms were developed
to better understand the deployment dynamics and aid the interpretation of the
experimenal results. The numerical model for space webs was used to design the
control system and for the post-launch deployment analysis. Flight data was used
to reconstruct the deployment. The proposed numerical models for single tape
spring and tape spring boom deployments include nonlinear material properties
and friction effects, thus simulations are able to predict their deployment dynamics
after the tape springs have been stowed for a long time. The advantages of simple
numerical analytical models over full finite element models are the easy and rapid
capturing of the deployment dynamics without complex computational issues, e.g.,
contact, initial condition sensitivity and convergence problems. Numerical analyti-
cal models can be easy to be adopted for new structures of different size, mass and
nonlinear material.



Chapter 5

Summary of Papers

5.1 Papers 1–2

The results of the Suaineadh web deployment experiment were analyzed. The scaled
down ground tests provided evidence that if the angular velocity of the central hub
was properly controlled, the web could be successfully deployed and stabilized by
centrifugal forces. The angular velocity was actively controlled by a reaction wheel.
The proper initial and final angular velocities of the web deployment were inserted
into the controller prior to launch. The web was designed to deploy after the rocket
was de-spun to avoid a too high initial angular velocity. The folding pattern and
coiling direction were decided based on the assumed rotational directions of the
hub and the reaction wheel after ejection.

The experiment CHAD was spun up by the reaction wheel after ejection, the
motor controller was activated and the daughters were released in a milli-gravity
environment. However, the web did not deploy at the designed specified initial
angular velocity which was due to an unknown error in the controller. A time
backup system was eventually activated and released the web, which led to a too
high initial angular velocity and thus an uncontrollable deployment. In order to
avoid the input error in future similar experiments, a new modified “optimal MK
control law” was proposed.

Despite the uncontrolled deployment, some valuable data and experience were
collected from the experiment. Data recorded in the IMUs and cameras were used
to analyze the actual deployment behavior and provided useful information about
the system and deployment for analysis by simulations. The approximate moment
of inertia of the hub and the maximum nonlinear torque of the motor were calcu-
lated from the data of the IMUs. Simple simulation tools were used to reconstruct
the uncontrolled deployment. The comparison between experiment results and sim-
ulations shows that high energy dissipation happened during recoiling. This might
be caused by web slackening, damping, entanglement, friction and out-of-plane mo-
tions. The hub might also be wobbling during the deployment. It is difficult to
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conclude about the wobblings because the sensor of the hub did not work, thus the
wobbling motion was not measured but observed from the video footage.

A method to control and stabilize the wobbling motions was presented and
simulation results show that micro reaction wheels could be used to stabilize the
nutation before and during deployment of the space web. New web designs with
tape spring arms are proposed in order to reduce the risk of entanglement. Both
neutrally and bi-stable tape springs could be used. Bi-stable tape spring web arms
could be passively deployed by the stored strain energy without active control of
the spin rate.

If the web had deployed at the proper initial angular velocity, the energy dissi-
pation would be smaller and thus the simulation tools could be used to model the
web deployment. The simulations indicate that the motor used in the experiment
could provide enough torque for deployment and stabilization if the proper initial
angular velocity had been reached, and a smaller momentum of inertia of the hub
could make the deployment more stable.

Parts were developed specifically for this experiment, including the reaction
wheel, the web, the dedicated electronics and the control algorithm. The knowledge
and experience gained from this sounding rocket experiment are valuable for future
similar missions.

5.2 Paper 3

The SEAM booms assembly was presented based on the patented SIMPLE boom
design [44]. The booms were made from four one-meter bi-stable tape springs coiled
on two counter-rotating spools and could self-deploy simultaneously from the coiled
to the uncoiled configuration. The bi-stable tape springs were made of four layers
of woven glass fabircs. The two outside layers (±45◦) were used to produce the bi-
stability and the two inside layers (0◦/90◦) were used to overcome the viscoelastic
relaxation problem to guarantee deployment after long-term stowage. No twist was
observed on the cured tape spring because of the approximate symmetric property
of the plain-weave fabrics used in fabrication.

A one-point GOLS was selected for ground deployment experiments instead
of multiple hanging points to allow full three-dimensional motion. The prototype
booms were successfully deployed after being stored for four months at room tem-
perature. Friction and viscoelastic energy relaxation played important roles in the
deployment by deceleration of the deployment speed and reduction of the end-of-
deployment shock. Viscoelastic strain energy relaxation was found to be a function
of the coiled radius and stowage time. A point where the active deployment force
was zero was found during the deployment, which indicated that the self-deployable
property of the tape springs was partially lost as opposing forces from the GOLS
and friction effects were balancing the available deployment force. However, the
deployment speed at that point was still large enough to fully deploy the booms.
Comparison of the deployment forces in experiments and those according to theory
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showed that the actual deployment force was less than 7% of the theoretical value
due to energy relaxation and friction in experiments.

A simple analytical model was presented to predict the deployment dynamics of
the tape spring booms. The energy relaxation effects were included in the model.
The relationship between the deployment forces of the left and right booms was
formulated in the model and found through experiments. Combined with ground
experiments, the analytical model can be used to predict the deployment dynamics
of other similar booms in space as the influence of the GOLS can be assessed.

The present study has shown that a simple analytical model can be used ef-
fectively to investigate the experimental deployment dynamics of self-deployable
tape spring booms and to assess the effects of the gravity offloading system and the
combined effects of friction and viscoelastic relaxation.

5.3 Paper 4

Three different 1-meter tape springs were manufactured and tested in order to
find a good design that can self-deploy after being stowed for a long time. Glass
fiber fabric was used instead of carbon fabric in order to keep a near linear elastic
behavior along fiber directions and decrease the viscoelastic effects. 4-layer tape
springs, [−45/0/90/45], were found to be self-deployable after more than six months
of stowage at room temperature. The manufactured tape springs were straight
thanks to the use of fabric layers which eliminated the stretching-bending and
the bending-twisting coupling. Adding the 0◦/90◦ layers increased the deployment
force and resistance to relaxation effects. Experiments showed that the viscoelastic
effects were highly dependent on the number of layers, stowage time and coiling
radius of the tape springs. The 2-layer ([−45/45]) and 3-layer ([−45/0/45]) tape
springs lost their self-deployability after a few days of stowage at room temperature.
The main relaxation of the studied tape springs happened during the first two days
of stowage.

The stowage time increased the bi-stability and some tape springs that were
not bi-stable directly after manufacturing became bi-stable after being kept coiled
for several minutes. The natural coiling radius decreased during stowage due to
the energy relaxation and the reduced natural coiling radius after stowage could be
used as a simple measure of the viscoelastic effects.

The reduction force Fr, includes viscoelastic, friction and other reduction ef-
fects, indicates a significant loss of the theoretical linear elastic deployment force
Fs0. Fr was approximated to 47–86% of Fs0 when the tape springs deployed after
1 min stowage time. The force lost due to the initial relaxation, Fs0 − Fs1, was
approximately to 30% of the linear elastic deployment force for the tape springs.
The 4-layer tape spring had a lower ratio of force loss than that of 2- and 3-layer
tape springs. The numerical model used to predict the deployment of tape springs,
including nonlinear elastic, viscoelastic and friction effects, provides a better un-
derstanding of the behavior of self-deployable bi-stable tape springs after long-term
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stowage. The friction effects on the active deployment force were significant but
they could not be quantified separately as that would require further viscoelastic
tests.

5.4 Paper 5

A finite element (FE) model for simulating the deployment dynamics of a completely
coiled tape spring boom system was presented and verified by a simple one degree-
of-freedom analytical model. The FE model was accurately capturing the main
mechanical and physical features of such a complex deployable system. However,
experimental tests showed deployment times significantly longer than the predicted
times from the FE models, which was mainly due to the strain energy relaxation and
friction not included or accurately implemented in the FE model. The next steps
from a modeling point of view would be to incorporate realistic friction and improve
the material model to take viscoelastic effects into account. These two aspects
should provide valuable insight on material modeling of thin woven composites for
FE analysis and frictional aspects in modeling of complex deployable structures,
which are not trivial. A time-dependent modulus or ABD matrix could be obtained
from experiments and then inserted into the FE model. Frictional aspects must be
addressed in detail and reformulated in the FE models. However, even for a simple
boom system such as a coiled tape spring boom, it is judged that it currently is
not possible to rely on only the FE analysis for verification. Ground test must still
be used. An attempt was made with a simplified analytical model to get the active
deployment force from the experiments. A single tape-spring deployed immediately
after coiling could be used to experimentally assess the contact friction between
layers, but the friction between tape springs and other parts were not assessed.

5.5 Paper 6

Neutral stable carbon fiber tape springs and bi-stable glass fiber tape springs
were manufactured and their self-deployabilities after stowage were experimentally
tested. The viscoelastic effects of the composites used were experimentally inves-
tigated. An analysis methodology that predicts neutral stability or bi-stability in
appropriately arranging fiber directions, layups and fabric properties is presented.
A design method flowchart is presented to give a reference for designing neutral
or bi-stable tape springs based on the experiments and the analytical model, e.g.,
material type, layup, fibers direction and stability parameters. The tape spring
properties before and after stowage can be predicted. The analytical model shows
that fabrics of high strength fibers and low shear modulus resin are good choices for
manufacturing neutrally tape springs of layer angle ±45◦. The neutrally stable tape
springs were fabricated with M77 carbon fabrics; the viscoelastic effects increased
the stability to be nearly neutrally stable after less than half an hour of stowage.
A bi-stable tape springs that could still self-deploy after more than six months of
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stowage were presented. The glass fabrics of layup [45/0/90/-45] were used instead
of carbon fabrics to decrease the viscoelastic effects and to keep the bi-stability after
long-term stowage. The layers of θ �= 45◦ can increase the deployment force and
decrease the viscoelastic effects for bi-stable tape springs although a small coupling
between stretching and bending might exist.





Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter the conclusions from the thesis work are presented. The contribution
and lessons learned from the current work are pointed out. Future research based
on the current work is also proposed.

6.1 Conclusions

Two deployable structures, the Suaineadh space web and the SEAM booms, de-
veloped by KTH in collaboration with other universities and companies, were pre-
sented and analyzed by experiments and simulations. The deployment dynamics
were analysed for the space web after launch and during ground tests for the de-
ployable booms.

The space web was deployed in a milli-gravity environment through spinning.
A star-like folding pattern was proposed and verified through ground tests and sim-
ulations before launch. A reaction wheel in the central hub was used to control the
rotational speed of the hub with a closed loop control fed by measurements from
an onboard inertial measurement sensor. The control parameters were carefully
selected based on the inertia of the hub, the spin rate and spin direction of the hub.
During deployment, four daughters were released from their initial stowed config-
uration as the web became tensioned by the centrifugal forces. Ground tests and
simulations showed that if the rotational speed of the hub was properly controlled,
the web could be deployed and stabilized by centrifugal forces. However, high speed
deployment and entanglement occurred during the milli-gravity deployment due to
an unknown error. One reason might be that the sensor used for feedback of the
controller did not provide the correct angular velocity of the hub; the recovered
data from the feedback sensor showed an unrealistic angular velocity.

After experiment recovery, the deployment and stabilization phases of the web
during flight were analyzed using the recorded data from on-board sensors and
cameras. The numerical method was used to reconstruct the deployment and the
analysis indicated that the onboard motor, the reaction wheel and controller would
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likely deploy and stabilize the web if the web had started to deploy at the specified
initial angular velocity. The numerical model used was shown to be a valuable tool
for determining important control parameters by giving hub and web masses and
sizes before launch, and for reconstructing the deployment by giving the torque
and control parameters after launch. The finite element method have been used to
analyze the deployment dynamics in [11], but complex and time-consuming com-
putations were involved due to the flexibility of the web and modelling of contact.
Modified control laws were presented in order to provide a more robust controller.
A control method used to stabilize the out-of-plane motions was proposed. New
design arms of space web used tape springs to avoid entanglement were suggested.

In the SEAM project, different types of bi-stable tape springs were fabricated
for the deployable booms assembly and their deployment behavior after long-term
stowage was studied. Significant time-dependent material property was observed
due to the friction, nonlinear elastic and viscoelastic effects. The active deployment
force of the tape springs after stowage was much lower than the theoretical deploy-
ment force. The approximate reduction force due to friction and viscoelastic effects
were estimated. In order to mitigate the viscoelastic effects, 4-layer, [−45/0/90/45],
1-meter half-pipe tape springs were used for the SEAM boom. They could provide
enough force for deployment after more than four months stowage. The design of
layups, the angle of the cross section and length of tape springs were limited by
the bending stiffness and bi-stability of the tape springs; adding more layers of the
tape spring might increase the deployment force, but the tape spring would be too
stiff to be fully coiled. Using only 45◦ layers, the tape spring would loose too much
strain energy due to relaxation. A smaller or larger angle of the cross section would
make the tape spring too flexible in torsion or too wide when coiled.

The one-point hanging gravity offloading system was designed and built for
ground deployment boom tests, which approximately mimicked the deployment
in zero gravity. As the deployment force was significantly reduced due to strain
energy relaxation, the deployment tests after long-term stowages were performed
to get the actual deployment force. A FE model was used to simulate the de-
ployment of a complete boom system and the results agreed well with analytical
analyses, thus confirmed the theoretical accuracy of the FE model. However the
FE model predicted deployment times up to five times shorter than those of the
gravity offloaded boom experiments due to inaccurate nonlinear material properties
and friction in the FE model. Thus, a simple numerical method was developed to
include the reduction forces due to the friction and nonlinear material properties.
Better agreement was then reached between simulations and experiments. The
simple analytical model was easier to use than the FE model and could capture
the main characteristics of the deployment dynamics and also enabled embedding
of the nonlinear material properties.

In order to provide a reference for designing neutrally stable or bi-stable tape
spring and its time-dependent effects, a design method flowchart was presented
based on experiments and simulations, e.g., how to choose the material type, layup,
fibers direction.
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6.2 Contributions

The work presented in this thesis is new, useful and interesting for space deployable
structures.

The Suaineadh space web is the first one-step centrifugal force deployment
demonstration in a milli-gravity condition. The Suaineadh team provided good
reference for future work to design, produce, launch and analyse a deployable space
web. The post-launch deployment was reconstructed based on the limited infor-
mation collected from the fly experiment. New control methods were proposed to
reduce the risk during deployment.

The SEAM bi-stable tape spring booms were novel deployable structure pro-
duced at KTH inspired by the SIMPLE boom [80]. The manufactured bi-stable
tape springs provided a large enough deployment force to deploy end sensors even
after long-term of strain energy relaxation. The 2-meter long booms were produced
and could be stowed less than 1U (100×100×100 mm3). The strain energy relax-
ation and deployment force of different types of tape springs were studied in detail
and provided a good reference for bi-stable or neutrally stable tape spring design.

6.3 Challenges and lessons learned

The Suaineadh experiment was a student project on a short time schedule including
students from many disciplines and universities in different countries, a number of
companies and research organizations with a low budget. The major challenge was
that so many requirements shall be verified in a short time schedule. If the controller
was more thoroughly tested after the Suaineadh was assembled, the possible reason
for the failure of the experiment might have been avoided. Another challenge was to
recover the raw data. Not all data was recovered and it took weeks to get the data
of angular velocities and accelerations. During reconstruction of the deployment,
the unmeasured moment of inertia of the hub was also a challenge to the analysis.

During the study of the bi-stable tape spring SEAM booms, a big challenge was
to quantify the viscoelastic and friction effects of the tape spring booms. Another
challenge was to increase the deployment force of the booms. Since the material
of a coiled tape spring was dependent on coiling radius and stowage time, accurate
nonlinear material properties were difficult to obtain. It was also very difficult to
use FE method to predict the deployment although a very detailed FE model was
built in Abaqus.

6.4 Future work

For deployable space webs and booms, there are many types of experiments and
simulations that would be interesting to do and many model improvements that
could be made. Some of them are presented in this section.
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Space web

Develop new space webs based on the lessons learned from Suaineadh and other
deployable structures, e.g., a modified one-step centrifugal force deployed space
web [81,82], a space web deployed by centrifugal forces in combination with a small
rotational drive deployed as IKAROS [24,59]. Some works are suggested as follows.

• Replace the flexible arms with thin-walled shell booms to reduce the risk of
entanglement, e.g., TRAC boom [21, 44], STEM [8], neutrally tape springs
[47], or bi-stable tape springs [10].

• Use a modified control method and perform more ground tests of the controller
after assembly [24,81,83].

• Perform ground tests and simulations to validate the design, e.g., ground
demonstration in a 1g environment [17], FE simulations [83].

• Use micro reaction wheels to stabilize the small out-of-plane motions [82].

• Use more stable and accurate inertia measurement units.

Bi-stable tape spring booms

In order to quantify the strain energy relaxation during stowage, more experiments
and simulations should be performed [78,84].

• Do viscoelastic tests at the same shear strain levels as in the coiled tape
springs to calculate the strain energy relaxation of the coiled tape springs as
suggested in Paper 4.

• Perform friction tests to quantify the friction effects of the tape spring and
other parts during deployment since the friction plays an important role dur-
ing the deployment [10,78].

• Build accurate finite element and other numerical models by applying the
viscoelastic and friction effects from the new tests to obtain better predictions
of the deployment dynamics [85,86].

• Design and fabricate new types of bi-stable tape springs to increase the deploy-
ment force for long-term stowage, e.g., investigate different layups, material
and resin types [68,87,88].

The use of neutrally stable tape springs for certain deployable structures could
also be investigated [47,89].
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